Beall Concert Hall Sunday afternoon
5:00 p.m. March 15, 2009

109th Season, 82nd program

GOSPEL ENSEMBLE PERSONNEL

J.M. Appleby
Brenton Agena
Giovanni Battles
Hope Bond
Richard Bowen
Teigh Bowen
Julia Brown
Myesha Cleveland
Matthew Cook
Liz Cooney
Caitlin Easter
Kaitlyn Egbert
Molly Elder
Mary Evans
Leah Fifer
Mariah Finkel
Neil Ghosh
Zackery Grimsley
Amy Hackenschmidt
Tomas Haile
Alexander Hendricks-Clark
Nichelle Hernandez
Kelsey Hough
Jordan Johnson
Able Kahsay
Kanako Kanno
Amanda Keith
Kathy King
Shizuki Kokuryo
Hideaki Konishi
Tomoko Konishi
McKenzie Kramer
Evon Kruegel
Sarah Luther
Laura McCarthy
Brittany McGinnis
Carla McNelly
Melehi Meekisho
Michael Moresi
David Cuong Nguyen
Adam Noack
Stephanie Oakes
Callie Parks
Alana Payne
Mallory Pennington

UNIVERSITY
GOSPEL ENSEMBLES
Andiel Brown, director
Katrina Morehouse, assistant

Tyson Hanes, saxophone
Andrew Rowan, trumpet
Gerry Rempel, electric guitar
Zach Poelwijk, keyboards
Chris Stubbs, keyboards
Zak Johnson, bass
Patty Farley, percussion
Justin Han, drums

GOSPEL SINGERS PERSONNEL

Soprano
Steaphanie Oakes
Kaitlyn Egbert
Jordan Johnson
Amy Hackenschmidt
Joy Welker
Katherine Taylor
Callie Parks

Alto
Oluchi Onyima
Selvi Thomas
Leah Fifer
Rebecca McKinley
Paige Ridinger
Danielle Butera
Julia Brown

Tenor
Brenton Agena
Myesha Cleveland
Neil Ghosh
Evan Kruegel
Michael Moresi
Morgan Tabizon
Jameson Tabor
Neil Thurston

* * *

109th Season, 82nd program
PROGRAM

GOSPEL CHOIR

The Lord Is Able
John P. Kee
Ariston Vallejos, soloist

Anyhow
Byron Cage
Mike Coursolle, Katarina Santiago,
Sean Jacobson, Tarri Metcalf, soloists

We’ve Come This Far By Faith
arr. Donnie McClurkin

He’ll Welcome Me
John P. Kee

SOLO PROJECT: Brenton Agena, guest choir

INSPIRATIONAL SOUNDS

Psalm 64
arr. Smokie Norful

I Know The Lord Will Make A Way
arr. Andiel Brown

SOLO PROJECT: Stephanie Oakes

GOSPEL ENSEMBLE

Turn It Around
Israel Hughton
Rebecca McKinley, soloist

Days Of Elijah
arr. Donnie McClurkin
Paige Ridinger, soloist

Caught Up
Kirk Franklin
Yvonne Stubbs, soloist

Lord Of The Harvest
Fred Hammond
Neil Thurston, soloist

INTERMISSION

GOSPEL SINGERS

Name Above All Names
Martha Munizzi
Jordan Johnson, soloist

Work Your Faith
J. Moss

Why
Kirk Franklin/Stevie Wonder
Brenton Agena & Jameson Tabor, soloists

He's Not Dead
Kirk Franklin

Brighter Day
Kirk Franklin

SOLO PROJECT: Leah Fifer

UO MASS CHOIR

You Will Know
DeAngelo/Brian McKnight
Loren Mohler, Neil Ghosh, Yasha Stubbs,
Neil Thurston, Stephanie Oakes, Valerie Riffe, soloists

Look At Me Now
Kirk Franklin
Becca Wainess, Brenton Agena, Morgan Tabizon, soloists

* * *

GOSPEL CHOIR PERSONNEL

Jungho Ahn
Sung Won Bae
Erin Barry
Giovanni Battles,
Laura Castleman,
Chia-Wen Chen,
Yu-Ju Chien
Kyung-Hwa Cho
Miriam Choi,
Joseph Conlon,
Elisabeth Cooney,
Michael Coursolle
Catherine Cowsill
Lucas Denzer
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Song Downes
Stephen Emery

Mariah Finkel
Sung-Uk Ham
Able Khasay
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Tatsuya Kikuchi
Sooyoun Kim
Yong Tae Kim
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Yu-Nung Kuo
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Ji-Yeon Lee
Ian Leslie
Erika Levison
Elissa Lovell
Emilie Martz
Tarii Metcalf
Hailey Miller

Loren Mohler
Phillip Morton
Rachel Myers
Jordan Okoniewski
Christina Park
Min Hye Park
Alana Payne
Kandi Pritchard
Gabriel Reed
Katarina Santiago
Lucia Schwarz
Sydney Singer
Evans Temi
Ariston Vallejos
Tyan Walker
Amanda Waltz